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Related topic: The UVS inductive resolution on sunspot, and Dynamical characterization of the last prolonged solar minima. 

 

Hypothesis: 

The solar minimum and maximum of the solar cycles were primarily driven by the oscillating alignments of the 

Sun, the barycenter of the Solar System, and the dominant planetary barycenter. 

 

Evaluation method: 

To evaluate the hypothesis for the drivers of the solar cycle, it was tested with its case study research by visual 

assessment against the empirically observed solar cycles from 1 to 24. [Reference: List of solar cycles]  

The cases with the gas giants and Sun were being illustrated in a Celestia Planetarium setup that positions the 

quasi Solar System Barycenter (SSB) as the center of the Solar system, and the Sun revolves around this SSB.  

Refer to Appendix A for the barycenter calculations of the gas giants, and Appendix B for the Celestia Planetarium setup. 

 

Observations: 

Note: See Appendix A for the various abbreviations of the gas giants. BJSUN - The barycenter of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. 

Sun-SSB-BJSUN – 3 cases (SS04 Min, SS07 Min, and SS22 Min) with their optimum alignments verified. 

Sun-SSB-BJS – 19  cases Sun-SSB-BJSN – 7 cases Sun-SSB-BJSU – 1 case Sun-SSB-BJN – 1 case 

Sun-SSB-Saturn – 2 cases  

Sun-SSB-BJSUN – 15 cases that apparently have other assortment of effective alignments. 

Caution: BJSUN is always oscillating close to the Sun-SSB alignment, their optimum alignments have to be thoroughly verified. 

There are 19 cases (2 Min, 10 Min, 10 Max, 11 Min, 11 Max, 12 Max, 13 Min, 13 Max, 14 Min, 14 Max, 16 Max, 17 Min, 17 Max, 18 

Min, 18 Max, 19 Min, 20 Max, 21 Max, and 23 Max) on the ISN proposed solar minima or maxima that were apparently 

driven by the alignments of Sun-SSB and the effective planetary barycenters, and they were not modulated by 

any alignment of gas giants that aligns with the Sun at all. These peaks and troughs of the sunspots apparently 

were subliminally driven by the alignment of nonmaterial objects that periodically aligns with the Sun. 

In 31 of the 48 total cases, they demonstrated the ISN proposed solar minima or solar maxima, were 

dominantly driven by the alignments of Sun-SSB that have had periodically aligned with the more effective 

planetary barycenters. The rest of the cases were having other assortment of effective alignments. 

Remarks: As empirically observed, the magnetic field reversal of the Sun was not caused by the SSB is furthermost or being nearest to the 

center of the Sun in the solar cycles, nor were they consistently caused by any conjunction of the gas giants. The hypothesized spin 

mechanism that specifically drives the solar minima or solar maxima also could not be verified in this case study. It is still a work in 

progress on this case study and its extended case studies for some cases of solar minima and maxima.   
 

Conclusions: 

Despite the gas giants when aligned directly with the Sun-SSB alignment were observed to have their pulsing 

effects for sunspot number, the ISN proposed solar minima or maxima in many cases were not dominantly 

modulated by any direct alignment of the gas giants. These cases assert that these solar cycles were 

dominantly driven by the more effective planetary barycenters that had aligned with the Sun-SSB alignment. 

This case study asserts solar cycle is dominantly driven by the oscillating alignments of the Sun, the 

barycenters, or their alignments with the gas giants that optimize the alignments of the barycenters.  

http://www.uvs-model.com/WFE%20on%20sunspot.htm
https://arxiv.org/abs/1207.5436
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_cycle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Case_study
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_solar_cycles
http://www.uvs-model.com/Solar%20Cycle%2004%20Min.pdf
http://www.uvs-model.com/Solar%20Cycle%2007%20Min.pdf
http://www.uvs-model.com/Solar%20Cycle%2022%20Min.pdf


The monthly mean sunspot number from SIDC for solar cycle 1 to 24 (Link) 

 

Note: The yellow arrows approximately indicate the negated quarter cycles of the Jupiter-Sun-Saturn integral cycles.  

http://sidc.oma.be/
https://climexp.knmi.nl/getindices.cgi?WMO=SIDCData/sunspots&STATION=sunspots&TYPE=i&id=someone@somewhere


Planetary charts for the ISN proposed solar minima and maxima of solar cycles from 1 to 24: 

 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSN.  

 There was a near alignment of Uranus-Sun-Jupiter. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 

See the extended case study on the solar minimum of the solar cycle 1. 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSN.  

 There was a near alignment of Uranus-Saturn-BJSN-Sun. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.   

See the extended case study on the solar maximum of the solar cycle 1. 

 

http://www.uvs-model.com/Solar%20Cycle%2001%20Min.pdf
http://www.uvs-model.com/Solar%20Cycle%2001%20Max.pdf


 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS.  

 There was a near alignment for Sun-SSB-BUN. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.   

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN. 

 There was an alignment BJN-Sun-Uranus, which could have optimized the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN.   

 Jupiter was moving into its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction.  

See the extended case study on the solar maximum of the solar cycle 2. 

 

http://www.uvs-model.com/Solar%20Cycle%2002%20Max.pdf


 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS.  

 There was an alignment of Sun-Jupiter-Uranus. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS. 

 There was an alignment of Sun-Jupiter-BUN. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.   

 

 



 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN.  

 Jupiter had moved out of its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.   

See the extended case study on the solar minimum of the solar cycle 4 for the optimized alignment.  

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN.  

 There was an alignment of Uranus-Jupiter-Saturn that could have optimized the Sun-SSB-BJSUN alignment. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction.  

See the extended case study on the solar maximum of the solar cycle 4 for the optimized alignment. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.uvs-model.com/Solar%20Cycle%2004%20Min.pdf
http://www.uvs-model.com/Solar%20Cycle%2004%20Max.pdf


 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN.  

 There was an alignment of BJU-Sun-Neptune that could have optimized the Sun-SSB-BJSUN alignment. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.  (Note: A quarter cycle had passed.) 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS. 

 There was an alignment of Sun-Jupiter-Neptune. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.   

 

 

 



 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN.  

 There was a near alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSN rendered by the alignment of Jupiter-Saturn-Neptune. This 

alignment could have optimized the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction.  

See the extended case study on the solar minimum of the solar cycle 6. 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS. 

 There was a near alignment of Sun-BJS-Uranus. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 

 

 

 

http://www.uvs-model.com/Solar%20Cycle%2006%20Min.pdf


 

 This solar minimum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN.  

 There was an alignment of BJS-Uranus-Neptune, and this was an optimized Sun-SSB-BJSUN alignment. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.  (Note: A quarter cycle had passed.) 

See the extended case study on the solar minimum of the solar cycle 7. 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN.  

 There was a near alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSN rendered by the alignment of Neptune-Jupiter-Saturn. 

 Jupiter had moved into its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction.   

http://www.uvs-model.com/Solar%20Cycle%2007%20Min.pdf


 

 This solar minimum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN. 

 There was an alignment of Jupiter-Sun-BSN. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction.  

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN.  

 There was an alignment of Jupiter-Sun-BUN. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.   

 



 

 This solar minimum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN.  

 There was an alignment of Sun-Jupiter-Neptune. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.   

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN. 

 There was an alignment of Sun-Saturn-Bun. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 



 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS. 

 There was an alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS-BUN. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSN.  

 Jupiter was moving into its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.  

 

 

 



 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the near alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSN.  

 Jupiter had moved out of its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.   

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS. 

 There was an alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS-BUN. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 

 

 



 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN.  

 There was an alignment of Uranus-Sun-BJS. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.  (Note: A quarter cycle had passed.) 

 

 

 
 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.   

 



 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS. 

 There was an alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS-BUN. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 

 



 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS.  

 There was a near alignment of Sun-SSB-Jupiter. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction. (Note: A quarter cycle had passed.) 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 

 



 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS.   

 There was an alignment of BUN-Sun-Jupiter. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS. 

 There was an alignment of Sun-Saturn-Neptune. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.   

 

 



 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJN.  

 Jupiter had moved out of its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.   

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction.  

 

 



 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSN.  

 Jupiter had moved out of its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn inferior conjunction. 

 



 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN.  

 There was a near alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS. And the alignment of Uranus-Saturn-Jupiter could have 

optimized the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction. 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN. 

 There was a near alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSU. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction.  

 

 

 



 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSN.  

 Jupiter had moved out of its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSU.  

 There was an alignment of Sun-BJSU-Neptune. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction. 

 

 



 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS.  

 There was an alignment of Jupiter-Sun-Neptune. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction. 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSN.  

 Jupiter was moving into its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 



 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS. 

 There was an alignment of Jupiter-Sun-Uranus. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction.   

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the near alignment of Sun-SSB-Saturn.  

 Jupiter was moving into its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.   

 



 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.  

See the extended case study on the solar minimum of the solar cycle 22 for the optimized alignment. 

 

 
 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN. 

 There was a near alignment Sun-SSB-BJSN rendered by the Jupiter-Saturn-Neptune alignment. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction.  

 

http://www.uvs-model.com/Solar%20Cycle%2022%20Min.pdf


 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-BJS.  

 Jupiter was moving into its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.  (Note: A quarter cycle had passed.) 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the alignment of Sun-SSB-Saturn. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Saturn-Jupiter-Sun inferior conjunction.   

 



 

 This ISN proposed solar minimum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN.  

 There was a near alignment of Sun-SSB-Jupiter. 

 Jupiter was moving into its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 

 

 

 This ISN proposed solar maximum apparently was driven by the optimum alignment of Sun-SSB-BJSUN.  

 There was a near alignment of Neptune-Sun-BJS. 

 Jupiter had moved out of its Jupiter-Sun-Saturn superior conjunction. 

 

  



Appendix A 

 

Calculations for the barycenters of the gas giants: 

The formula for calculating the barycenter position between two objects is given as: 

Distance from mass A = Mass B/(Mass A + Mass B) 

 

Planet  Mass/Earth   

Jupiter    317.900 

Saturn      95.159 

Uranus      14.536 

Neptune      17.147 

Note: The barycenter of the gas giants in its simplified setup merely uses the mass of these planets, and does not factor in the mass of their orbiting moons. 

 

The approximate position calculations for some barycenters of the gas giants in the 2D charts: 

BJS = 0.769568 of distance measurement from Saturn to Jupiter, or 0.230432 of distance measurement from Jupiter to Saturn. 

BUN = 0.541205 of distance measurement from Uranus to Neptune, 0.458795 of distance measurement from Neptune to Uranus. 

BJSUN = 0.928745 of distance measurement from BUN to BJS 0.071255 of distance measurement from BJS to BUN. 

BJSN = 0.960133 of distance measurement from Neptune to BJS, or 0.039867 of distance measurement from BJS to Neptune. 

BJSU = 0.965997 of distance measurement from Uranus to BJS, or 0.034003 of distance measurement from BJS to Uranus. 

BJN = 0.948807 of distance measurement from Neptune to Jupiter, or 0.051193 of distance measurement from Jupiter to Neptune. 

BSN = 0.847319 of distance measurement from Neptune to Saturn, or 0.152681 of distance measurement from Saturn to Neptune. 

BSU = 0.867487 of distance measurement from Uranus to Saturn, or 0.132513 of distance measurement from Saturn to Uranus. 

 

The barycenter weightage of gas giants: 

Gas giants alignment  Abbreviation Mass/Earth  

Jupiter-Saturn-Neptune     BJSN  ~430.106 

Jupiter-Saturn-Uranus      BJSU  ~427.495 

Jupiter-Saturn       BJS  ~412.959 

Jupiter-Uranus-Neptune     BJUN  ~349.483 

Jupiter-Neptune      BJN  ~334.947 

Saturn-Neptune      BSN  ~112.306 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer:  The barycenters and the planetary alignments in these cases were visually perceived for their most probable planetary drivers, and then manually 

plotted and drawn on the Celestia planetary charts; not all barycenters and planetary alignments were investigated in the case study. E&OE.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barycenter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune


Appendix B 

As illustrated in the planetary charts in the presented cases, a typical chart on the left side for a solar minimum 

or maximum on its observed date, is a zoomed-out planetarium chart with indicators for the positions of the 

gas giants (green markers), the barycenter of Jupiter and Saturn (BJS - red marker), the barycenter of Uranus 

and Neptune (BUN - orange marker), and the barycenter of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune (BJSUN - 

cyan marker).  

The right side is a zoomed-in chart to show the alignment of Sun (green marker) and SSB (red crosshair) with a 

yellow line, which was then manually overlaid onto the chart at its left. The view is looking at the ecliptic plane 

from top of the North Celestial Pole. Sun and all the gas giants from this perspective are observed to be 

revolving around SSB in the counter-clockwise direction.  

Note: The BOTSS was not available in Celestia 1.6.1, so the available quasi SSB was instead selected and centered in the planetarium charts 

for the case studies. The quasi SSB closely gyrates very near around the BOTSS, so it nonetheless is a good approximation for the exact 

location of the BOTSS. Day and time for the charts were all set to 15th of the month at 12:00 Hour UTC.  

Download this Celestia video to see the planetary simulation of a reactively revolving Sun in the SSB barycentric coordinate system. 

 

The Celestia planetarium setup  

Download, install, and run the Celestia Planetarium. 

To Mark an Object: 

After it is fully loaded, press ENTER (which opens Target name at bottom of window) 

Type SSB, Sun, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, or Neptune, and then hit [Enter]. 

Press G to go to the object 

Left Click on it to select it 

Then Right Click on it to show small drop-down menu 

Then choose Mark from small drop-down menu 

Mark these objects: SSB, Sun, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. 

Right drag to rotate view to see SSB and motion from above, place SSB in the center of the ecliptic plane. 

Click the two mouse buttons simultaneously to rotate the frame of view, point 0 degree to the 12 O’clock position. 

 

To set SSB as the center of the Solar System: 

Type SSB 

Press TAB  (which highlights SSB, the barycenter) 

Press ENTER (which Selects the SSB) 

Press C (which will Center the SSB) 

Press G (to Go to SSB, moves you closer to it, use mouse wheel to zoom in or out.) 

Press L eight times (which speeds up time fast enough to see Sun's motion around SSB) 

Press K to slow down 

[Spacebar] to pause/start the motion 

Press J to toggle between forward and backward motion 

Select [View], [Split vertically]. Zoom out the left chart to a scope of view to include Neptune, zoom in the right chart to a field of view to 

see the SSB and Sun up close. 

Under [Render] – [View options], make sure these boxes are checked:  

Show   – Stars, Planets 

Orbit / labels – Stars, Planets 

Grid   – Ecliptic 

Other   – Markers, Orbits 

Click on the tab [Time], and then select [Set time] to set the simulated time 

To show the red crosshair marker on SSB: 

Press ENTER 

Type SSB 

Press ENTER  

Consult User Guide (under Help in Celestia menu) and SkyMarvels.com Learning Center page for more info on controls. 

http://www.uvs-model.com/WFE%20on%20sunspot.htm#barycenter
https://celestia.space/download.html
http://www.uvs-model.com/pictures/Motion%20of%20SSB-Sun%20&%20Gas%20Giants.avi
https://celestia.space/download.html

